
I.H. Semi-Final 

Newport hang on to reach Intermediate final       

   Newport overcame a decidedly sluggish start to edge out a fancied Ballina side in a hard-fought North Intermediate 
hurling championship semi-final clash on Saturday afternoon.  
 
   Both sides were evenly matched going into this encounter but Ballina were dealt a blow during the week with 
influential wing-back, Brian O’Connor forced to cry off with a hamstring injury. Newport, on the other hand, fielded a 
strong side, but one that differed greatly from the programme with positional changes aplenty at the throw-in.  
 
   Despite a poor opening quarter for Newport which saw them trail by seven by the 21st minute, a powerful closing ten 
minutes to the half ensured they trailed by just three at the break, 1-7 to 0-7. With the breeze at their backs in the 
second-half Newport quickly forced their way back into contention and went on to build a fivepoint advantage before a 
late rally from Mike Murphy’s charges set up a nail-biting finish.   

   Playing into the teeth of a gusting breeze, Newport were first to register with a close-range free from Eoin Shinnors 
before Ballina took the game to their near neighbours. David Hickey (free) opened their account in the fifth minute 
before Shinnors was again on target for the Newport men from a second close-range free.  

   An early Newport switch saw them deploy county man, Conor O’Mahony in defence as an extra defender after he 
had started at centre-forward, but the tactic didn’t pay off with Ballina quickly racing into a two-point advantage in the 
11th minute after full-forward David Hickey grabbed Brian Stritch’s expertly struck sideline cut and rattled the Newport 
net.    

   Further points from Michael Breen and Hickey (free) added to Ballina’s tally before Kevin Cosgrave popped up on 
the wing to knife over Ballina’s fourth point. Tom Moylan responded for Newport though after he seized upon Paul 
Ryan’s one-handed effort to pick the sliotar from the sod and clipped it between the uprights to cut the gap to four 
points in the 18th minute.  

   Ballina continued to dominate the exchanges though and with Brian Stritch and Gerry O’Brien clearing a lot of ball in 
the half-back line they quickly replied with a brace of David Hickey points, two from play and the third coming from a 
close-range free in the 21st minute.  

   It was to be their final score of the half however as the pendulum swung back in favour of Newport, and with Conor 
O’Mahony back in attack, they forced Ballina onto the back foot in the closing ten minutes of the half. Four points 
without reply brought Newport right back into contention with Eoin Shinnors firing over from range after departing his 
full-forward berth in search of ball further out the field. Midfielder, Vinny Moloney also chipped in with a welltaken point 
before the impressive Christy Doyle cut the gap to just three points right on the stroke of half-time.    

   Newport emerged from the dressing room determined to peg back Ballina’s 1-7 to 0-7 lead and within minutes of the 
re-start Sean O’Brien saw his goal-bound effort clatter off crossbar and away to safety after he had clipped the sliotar 
out of Brian McKeogh’s outstretched hand and burst through the Ballina rearguard.  

   Ballina surged back up field and were very unlucky not to be awarded a penalty after David Hickey’s high pull on his 
namesake on the Ballina team as he burst towards goal went unpunished by referee Tom McGrath, much to the 
consternation of the Ballina bench.  

   The decision, or lack of one, appeared to unsettle the Ballina side and within five minutes Newport were back on 
terms for the first time since the fifth minute following points from Christy Doyle, Eoin Shinnors and Conor O’Mahony. 

   Brian Stritch restored Ballina’s lead in the 40th minute with a well-struck 65’ but their lead didn’t last long after 
Newport’s Christy Doyle out-jumped corner-back, Rody Kennedy and grabbed Sean O’Brien’s crossfield ball before 
burying the sliotar in the back of the Ballina net.  

   Credit to Ballina, they responded with David Hickey converting from a close-range free after Eoin Kent was fouled 
but Newport once again dominated between the 49th and 52nd minutes with successive points from Conor O’Mahony 
coupled with another Christy Doyle effort and an Eoin Shinnors free firing Newport five clear.  

     Ballina introduced Fergal Collins for Thomas Collins at this juncture, their third sub of the half, in a bid to add pace 
to their attack and for the closing ten minutes Ballina did their utmost to fight their way back into contention.  

   Eoin Kent goaled in the 53rd minute to get the ball rolling after he finished Brian Stritch’s 65’ to the net before Sean 
McKeogh cut the gap to just one with five minutes remaining following good work by Fergal Collins.  

   With a grandstand finish in prospect both sides went at it hell for leather. The tempo was noticeably upped before 
Newport extended the gap to two in the final minute after Eoin Shinnors fired over from an acute angle underneath the 
stand.  

     Ballina surged back upfield and were awarded a close-range free after Pat Cosgrave brought down Fergal Collins. 
Ballina keeper, Martin McKeogh ventured out of his goal to take the free but he saw his well-struck effort rise just 
above the crossbar.  
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   Ballina continued to search for an equaliser and in over five minutes of injury time had opportunities  

  to send the game to extra-time, but it wasn’t to be with Newport’s defence holding fast to record a narrow one-point 
victory to ensure their place in this year’s north intermediate decider.  

   Ballina will look back on this game and wonder how they managed to let it slip from their grasp. Undoubtedly, they 
had the better start but a poor tenminute period at the end of the first half coupled with a disappointing opening quarter 
of the second half allowed Newport to seize the initiative. The introduction of Fergal Collins added more zip to their 
attack and maybe had he been introduced earlier the result could have been different. Impressive for Ballina were 
Brian Stritch, David Hickey, Gerry O’Brien and Eoin Kent.  

    Newport on the other hand will be delighted to have overcome the semifinal hurdle to book their place in the final 
after just a one-year hiatus; their last appearance coming in 2009 when they overcame Ballina.  

   Newport still have a lot to work to do between now and the final but appear to have the necessary desire and will to 
win to make a serious tilt at the title. Impressive for Newport were Christy Doyle, Conor O’Mahony, Eoin Shinnors, 
Vinny Moloney and Tom Moylan while Michael Ryan, Andrew Hickey and Richard Shinnors also caught the eye.   

 
 
 
Andrew Hickey (Newport) gets away 
from the attentions of Ballina’sDavid 
Hickey.    
  
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newport’s Christy Doyle is challenged by Ballina’s Rody 
Kennedy.  
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